Homonyms - Pre-intermediate

Across
3. A travel word that rhymes with ISLE.
5. A time word that rhymes with KNIGHT (soldier).
6. A place word that rhymes with SIGHT.
7. A number word that rhymes with SOME.
9. An insect that rhymes with BE.
10. A sound word that rhymes with ALLOWED.
12. A transportation word that rhymes with RODE.
13. A golf related word that rhymes with TEA.
14. A colour action word that rhymes with DIE.
15. A past simple word that rhymes with NEW.

Down
1. A ship related word that rhymes with SALES.
2. A money word that rhymes with SENT.
4. A number word that rhymes with ATE.
6. A water related word that rhymes with SEE.
7. A movie and drama word that rhymes with SEEN.
8. Something we eat that rhymes with MEET.
9. An animal word that rhymes with BARE (naked).
11. An animal name that rhymes with DEAR.
12. A colour that rhymes with READ (past simple of READ).
16. An adjective that rhymes with WEEK.
Across
3. A travel word that rhymes with ISLE. [ AISLE ]
5. A time word that rhymes with KNIGHT (soldier). [ NIGHT ]
6. A place word that rhymes with SIGHT. [ SITE ]
7. A number word that rhymes with SOME. [ SUM ]
9. An insect that rhymes with BE. [ BEE ]
10. A sound word that rhymes with ALLOWED. [ ALOUD ]
12. A transportation word that rhymes with RODE. [ ROAD ]
13. A golf related word that rhymes with TEA. [ TEE ]
14. A colour action word that rhymes with DIE. [ DYE ]
15. A past simple word that rhymes with NEW. [ KNEW ]

Down
1. A ship related word that rhymes with SALES. [ SAILS ]
2. A money word that rhymes with SENT. [ CENT ]
4. A number word that rhymes with ATE. [ EIGHT ]
6. A water related word that rhymes with SEE. [ SEA ]
7. A movie and drama word that rhymes with SEEN. [ SCENE ]
8. Something we eat that rhymes with MEET. [ MEAT ]
9. An animal word that rhymes with BARE (naked). [ BEAR ]
11. An animal name that rhymes with DEAR. [ DEER ]
12. A colour that rhymes with READ (past simple of READ). [ RED ]
16. An adjective that rhymes with WEEK. [ WEAK ]